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Watch out Wellington! Burgers take over Visa Wellington On a Plate August
Edition

Images from left: 2023 Burger Wellington presented by Garage Project entries Gamer
Fuel by Respawn, Alcatraz by Chaat Street and Big Poppa by Bethel Woods - more

images available here

Hold onto your pickles, Burger Wellington presented by Garage Project is set to
take over the capital tomorrow (Friday 11 - Sunday 27 August, 2023) as part of the
August Edition of Visa Wellington On a Plate.

There are more than 200 burgers for fans to sink their teeth into, and it’s
anticipated at least 250,000 burgers will be devoured alongside limited-edition
Garage Project festival beers, including a spicy tomato and lime sour.

Visa Wellington On a Plate Festival Director Sarah Meikle says there is a burger to
suit every taste and budget, including a ‘pay as you feel’ koha option on offer at
Everybody Eats, the Festival’s charity partners .

“Everybody Eats will be creating a burger called To the Rescue made from rescued
and recycled food from Kaibosh, with all funds raised going towards this fantastic
food charity,”

“We also have some fabulous burger themed events in the festival, including a
hydrogen powered Gas Hub BBQ with Chef Shepherd Elliot that explores the
future of burgers, a burger making class, and an event consisting of dessert
burgers inspired by the Hairy Maclary children’s books,” she adds.

Burger fans are encouraged to score the burgers they try on the festival website,
with public ratings helping to determine the 2023 winner of Burger Wellington.
The winning venue will collaborate with Garage Project to create their own limited
edition beer. And, if fans are hungry for more they can get their hands on Burger
Wellington merch including caps, t-shirts and limited-edition tote bags for the first
time ever.

WellingtonNZ GM Events and Experiences Warrick Dent says Visa Wellington on a
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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lAJXf2chDgODqkSyOZRuFsaqJ5aSeE3J?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lAJXf2chDgODqkSyOZRuFsaqJ5aSeE3J?usp=sharing


Plate is a great event for the region and plays an important role in supporting the
restaurant industry over winter.

"It is fantastic to see Visa Wellington on a Plate back for its August edition, I’m sure
we will continue to see strong support for it shown by Wellingtonians over the
coming weeks."

The August Edition of Visa Wellington On a Plate includes Beervana, and
Beervana-adjacent events, so beer lovers won’t be going thirsty. Tickets to
Beervana are selling fast, with the Saturday ‘day’ session already sold out.

Beervana Sideshows include a taco Pop Up event at Garage Project with
Royalburn Station and Restaurant Amok, a Beer and Oyster Dinner event by
Shining Peak Brewing and GPO at the InterContinental Wellington, a taco party at
Garage Project, a tap takeover party at Little Beer Quarter, and a weekend of
hand-pulled beers at Moon.

The full burger list and Festival events programme is on www.visawoap.com

- ENDS -

The full 2023 Press Kit with key dates, stats and images is available here.

For media enquiries please contact:

Jade Lucas - PR and Communications Manager
Email: jade@wellingtononaplate.com
Ph: 021 090 66758

About Visa Wellington On a Plate
Visa Wellington On a Plate is the largest culinary festival in the Southern
Hemisphere, and from 2023 will be held in both May and August. Festival goers can
explore a curated programme of festival events, Pop Ups, chef collaborations, dishes,
cocktails and burgers. Currently in its 15thyear, Visa Wellington On a Plate is firmly
established as a key event in the festival calendar for people across the Wellington
region, and New Zealand.
www.VisaWOAP.com

About The Wellington Culinary Events Trust
The Wellington Culinary Events Trust is a not-for-profit trust established in 2014 to
run iconic culinary events including Visa Wellington On a Plate and Beervana.
www.wcet.org.nz
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